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IT'S GREAT TO BE BACK

It's September. Don't laugh. It took many years of schooling to learn the sequence of the years' division. Instead of getting poetic about the whole thing, we'll forget the trite phrases about falling leaves and chilly nights with the vast array of stars.

To the contrary, let's be sentimental. The old familiar sounds of previous school years are again re-echoing through the Halls of Marian. Needless, to say, we have a few unfamiliar sounds also, and rightly enough, new faces with them. It would be appropriate then, while in the midst of renewing old friendships, to make new ones. We are speaking, of course, about the Freshmen. We know that they are here, but if we hadn't gone to the trouble of checking statistics at the registrar's office, we never would have guessed it. They are a quiet, retiring sort of people, contrasted to last year's Freshmen. We hope it is because of a studious inspiration. At any rate, it is not our place to judge so quickly the 172 newly arrived, but rather to roll out the welcome carpet. So Freshmen, we all say "hi", wishing you lots of luck.

Last but not least, we welcome back the old faculty as well as the new, and wish you much success in the coming school year.

* * * * * * * *

NOTICE TO CLUB PRESIDENTS

All notices should be submitted to Ann Herber, Vice-President of the Student Board, to avoid conflicting events. * * * * * * *

HAVE YOU HEARD?

It seems everybody has noticed the absence of that smiling face about the snack bar, math classes, and English doldrums. Sister Margaret Ann, better known as Sister Mary Sunshine, is studying at the University of Cincinnati to complete requirements for her doctorate. Luck to you Sister, and hurry back.

"...NOW I LAY ME DOWN TO SLEEP...."

Thanks to Padre Brokhage, Twelve displaced "Marian Men" now have a roof over their heads. Father Joe Brokhage, new rector of the Minor Seminary at Cathedral, was persuaded by certain high officials here at Marian into buying a house for the accommodation of the big overflow of out-of-town students. At its capacity, it is now housing twelve Sophomores and Freshmen. The others are scattered about the city living in private homes. The Lord provides for all, even Marian College Men.
STUDENT BOARD NEWS

The resignation of Phil Jones as treasurer of the Student Board has been accepted. Harry Reith, who received the second highest number of votes, is the newly appointed officer.

* * * * * * *

THERE OUGHT'A BE A LAW?

And there is! Thanks to the industry of Tony McCann and John Sullivan, one of our school parking lots has been provided with neat yellow lines. These are not there to merely bring out the beautiful black color of the asphalt, but are there to help the car-jockeys to navigate their iron (tin, if you have a Ford) in a proper stall. Please try to observe them—it saves space, grass and F.A. announcements by Sister Olivia. Besides, McCann and Sullivan will be delighted to know their work is being appreciated and they might finish the job.

* * * * * * *

HIGHWAY L016ER’S

For the benefit of those newly arrived people who are driving cars, and in order to refresh those few who have forgotten, the Marian driveways are not race tracks. Last year’s rule still holds valid: anyone caught speeding, driving recklessly i.e., peeling, squealing, is subject to suspension. This law applies also to those night flyers who enjoy buzzing the girls dorms at sundry hours. This should be a matter of common sense. Enough people die on regular highways—it wouldn’t look good to see Marian’s name in the statistic column of a local newspaper.

* * * * * * *

REVOLUTIONARY COMPUTATIONS HIT MARIAN!

It has been rumored here of late, that the money held by the Student Board is to be figured as to cases of beer which can be purchased. This startling innovation is the theory of a well known BMOC here at Marian, Common consensus assumes the author as H.R.

* * * * * * *

CONGRATULATIONS, YOU ALL!

Class representatives for the Student Board ’55-’56, are as follows:

Freshman – Dick Beck
Sophomore – George DeHart
Junior – Joanne Parker
Senior – Don Winandy

Luck to you all!

* * * * * * *

NEW FACES—OLD PLACES

The Carbon welcomes to Marian three new instructors. Their names are probably already known to you, but with due formality we give you Mr. Pettipas, Sister Georgine, and Sister Adelaide. Most of us would agree the Scotch-English accent is very becoming.

* * * * * * *

WANTED—REPORTERS

No pay, long hours, no sick leave, no compensation for overtime, qualifications none, job open to anyone available. The Carbon is hereby asking for volunteer reporters. If you are one of “these” (hear all, see all, and do all), come and see us. Steady employment guaranteed.

P.S. Drunks and slackers need not apply.